The aim of this study was to reveal cortical areas that may contribute to the movement difficulties seen in children with Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD). Specifically, we hypothesized that there may be a deficit in the mirror neuron system (MNS), a neural system that responds to both performed and observed actions. Using functional MRI, 14 boys with DCD (x = 10.08 years ± 1.31, range = 7.83 − 11.58 years) and 12 typically developing controls (x = 10.10 years ± 1.15, range = 8.33-12.00 years) were scanned observing, executing and imitating a finger sequencing task using their right hand. Cortical activations of mirror neuron regions, including posterior inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), ventral premotor cortex, anterior inferior parietal lobule and superior temporal sulcus were examined. Children with DCD had decreased cortical activation mirror neuron related regions, including the precentral gyrus and IFG, as well as in the posterior cingulate and precuneus complex when observing the sequencing task. Region of interest analysis revealed lower activation in the pars opercularis, a primary MNS region, during imitation in the DCD group compared to controls. These findings provide some preliminary evidence to support a possible MNS dysfunction in children with DCD.
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Introduction
Development Coordination Disorder (DCD) is a neurodevelopmental condition characterized by impaired motor coordination that significantly interferes with an individual's academic achievement and performance of daily activities (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Cermak et al., 2002) . It is the most prevalent childhood movement disorder affecting about 6% of children (World Health Organisation, 2010; American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . Individuals with DCD present with a wide spectrum of difficulties including poor fine and gross motor skills (such as dressing, tying shoelaces, handwriting and playing sports), (Zwicker et al., 2009 (Zwicker et al., , 2011 balance, and postural control (Geuze,
